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K Y B E R N E T I K A - V O L U M E 17 (1981), N U M B E R 6 
ON THE EXISTENCE OF STATIONARY OPTIMAL 
POLICIES IN DISCRETE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
KAREL SLADKÝ 
The paper deals with cumulative optimality criteria in multiplicative Markov decision chains. 
Polynomial bounds on functional equations of discrete dynamic programming obtained in 
[Sladky (1981)] are employed to establish a family of optimality criteria for cumulative rewards 
having a nice property that a stationary optimal policy exists. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The paper is devoted to multiplicative Markov decision chains that can be 
roughly defined as classical Markov decision chains where transition probability 
matrices are replaced by general nonnegative matrices. Our analysis will be based 
on the results for functional equations of discrete dynamic programming obtained 
in [8] and, especially, in [9]. 
In the remainder of this section we introduce notions and notations used throughout 
the further text. 
We are concerned with a dynamic system which at each time point t — 0, 1 , . . . 
is observed and classified into a finite number of states from / = ( l , 2, ..., iV}. If 
at time / the system is found to be in state /, then a decision, say/(i), must be chosen 
from a finite set F(i) and, consequently, two things happen: 
(i) A reward ;•(/, /(/)) is received, and 
(ii) the systems moves into state; at time t + 1 with given transition rate q(i,j;f(i)) 
depending only on /, j el and selected decision / ( / ) E F(i). We only assume that 
q(i,j;f(i)) Si 0 and £ #(»',,/'; •) > 0 for any i, j e I, f(i) e F(i); however, q(i,j; -)'s 
Jel 
need not be probabilities and so we do not necessarily assume £ # ( i , j ; ') ^ 1. 
N jel 
Let F = X F(i) and the elements of F, denoted by generic / , be called decision 
; = i 
vectors. Obviously, / is an ]V-vector whose /-th component / ( / ) e F(i) specifies the 
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decision in state i. Observe that F possesses so called "product property"; i.e. if 
fi,f2 e F then for any iu i2 e I there exists fe F such that /x(ii) = / ( ' / ) , /2O2) = 
= f(i2)- For what follows it will be convenient to introduce transition rate matrices 
Q(f) (N x N matrices depending o n j e E ) whose ij-th element [(?(/)],-; = q(i,j; 
/((')) and define similarly reward vectors r(f) (iV-column vectors) by ['"(/)],• = 
= r(i, f(i)). 
Remember that matrices, resp. (column) vectors, will be usually denoted by capital, 
resp. small, letters. Writing a matrix relation, symbol /, resp. e, is reserved for a unit 
matrix, resp. unit vector, being of an appropriate dimension; similarly, 0 is also used 
for a zero matrix of an appropriate dimension. For matrix C, C denotes the transpose 
of C; [C]h resp. [C] ; ; , is reserved for the /-th row, resp. y-th element, of C. We 
write C > B, resp. C >̂ B, iff each element of C - B is nonnegative, resp. positive, 
and C + B. Similarly, C > B if either C > B or C = B. We say that C is lexico-
graphically greater than B (and write C >» B) iff the first non-zero element of each 
row of C - 5 is positive and C 4= B. Similarly, C >: B if either C > B or C = B. 
A (Markovian) policy controlling the system, say n, is identified by a sequence of 
decision vectors {/„ t — 0, 1,...}. So - s (/,), where for each / e J , f = 0, 1,... 
/,(/) specifies the decision at time t if the system is found to be in state i. A policy n 
is called stationary if/, = / (i.e. the selected decision depends only on the current 
state). 
To show usefulness of the presented sequential decision model, let us mention at 
least two of its possible applications: 
(I) Markov decision chains with multiplicative utility functions (cf. [4], [6]). 
Let us consider a Markov decision chain, i.e. our model where transition rates 
q(i,j; •) are replaced by transition probabilities p(i,j; •) and r(i, •) denotes one-
stage reward received in state i. Let (supposing policy n = (/,) is followed and the 
system starts in state iel) rt be the (random) reward earned at time point t. The 
utility U(...) of the sequence of rewards f0, fx, ...,rT is assumed to be stationary 
r 
and multiplicative, i.e. U(r0, ru ..., rT) = []«('",), where «(•) is a given positive 
1 = 0 
function. Setting q(i,j; •) = p(i,j; •) u(f(i, •)) and r(i, •) = u(r(i, •)), by an easy 
calculation we get that the vector of expected utilities up to time T, when policy 
n = (ft) is followed, is given by 
(1.0) v^(n; T) = Q(f0) Q(fl)... Q(fT_.) r(fT) 
(observe that the i-th component denotes the expected utility if the system starts in 
state ;' e /) . 
(II) Controlled branching processes (cf. [5], [6]). 
Let us consider a controlled branching process with N types of individuals and F(i) 
possible treatments to type i. Let q(i,j;f(i)) be the expected number of individuals 
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of type j arising from one individual of type i which is subject to treatment/(/) e F(i). 
Then the expected population of type j after Tgenerations starting from one individual 
of type j when policy n = (/,) is followed is obviously given by [Q(f0) 2(ji) ••• 
... Q(j,-i)]ij. Denoting by r(j,f(j)) the terminal value of each individual of type j 
subject to treatment/(;') e F(j), then t>(0)(7t; T) (given by (1.0)) is the vector of values 
of the population after T generations when a treatment policy n = (/,) is followed 
(notice that the i-th component of v(0)(n; t) denotes the value obtained from one 
individual of type i). 
Supposing policy n = (/,) is followed, we introduce for each time interval </,, f2> 
(where tu t2 = 0,1, . . . ) a vector of /-order cumulative rewards (for / = 0, 1, ...) 
denoted by v(l)(n; tu t2). These values are defined recursively by 
(1.1) v^\n;tut2)=ivO\n;tut) 
< = <! 
where 
(1.1') «,<>; tu t2) = Q(fH) Q(fti + 1) ... Q(/,,_.) r(ft2) 
and fj(0)(7t; tu /,) = >•(/,). From (1.1), (1.1') we get for any / ̂  1 (cf. Remark 1.1) 
(1.2) v«\n;tut2)~ | ( *
a " / ! ' 1 " "
1 ) « t o ) ( » ; « i . O 
and, in particular, for / = 1 we have 
(1-2') v^(n;t1,t2)=^Q(fti)...Q(ft_1)r(ft). 
Moreover, on abbreviating vw(n; 0, t2) by v
v\n; l2), (1.2) can be written as 
(1-3) v«\n; T) - £ ( T ~ | + [ ~ l ) Q(/0)... £(/,_,) ,( / f). 
Remark 1.1. (1.2) can be easily verified by induction on /. For / = 1 (1.2) holds 
trivially; the induction step is immediate as ( recall that £ ( J = ( ) j 
v^(n;h,t2)=l i ( ' ~ J _ _ 1
, ~ 1 W . ' - . T ) -
< = <! t = t l \ ' X / 
-|r i»->(. ; . . . .)! (' - ; : ; - ' ) - ! (
, j - , * + ' ) »<>;....). 
Remark 1.2. If all _ ( / ) ' s are (sub)-stochastic matrices u(i)(7t; tu t2) can be inter-
preted as vectors of expected values of "weighted" one-stage rewards. In particular, 
supposing that the system was found at time t{ in state j si, then [t;
(0)(7r; tu ?2)];-
specifies the expected reward to be earned at time t2, [u
(1>(7t; tu f2)]. denotes the value 
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of total expected rewards to be earned in the time interval (tu t2) and for / > 1 
[v(l\n; tlt t2)~\j corresponds (cf. (1.2)) to "weighted" total expected rewards to be 
earned in the time interval <(,, t2). 
Recall that in dynamic programming models v(l\n; 0, t) = v(n(n; t) (for t -+ co) 
is usually considered for evaluating the "quality" of policy n = (/,); in virtue of 
(1-1), (1.2) optimality criteria based on v(l\n; t) = v('\n; 0, t) for / > 1 (originally 
introduced by Veinott in [10] and further studied e.g. in [2, 3, 6, 7]), though it might 
have interesting economic interpretations, seem only to be a natural generalization 
of the standard "quality measure" of a policy n = (/.). 
For what follows, we shall need also the opposite time orientation for the con-
sidered model. To this order observe that by (1.2), (1.1') for t2 gj tx we get (we set 
v"\n; t, T) = 0 if T < t) 
(1.4) v('\n; ... t2) = Q(/„) v
(l\n; h + 1, ._) + ( ' - ~ ^ " ^ r(L , ) . 
Now fixing t2, introducing "backward time" orientation with n = t2 - /1; and 
setting -«(-.; (1; t2) = »
(,)(n + I; «), j„ = T'°, (1.4) reads 
(1.5) v(,\n + 1; *) = Q(/(fl)) P ( , ) (« ; it) + (" |__ " l ) K/("») 
where v('\0; n) = 0. Iterating (1.5) we immediately get 
(1.5') v('\n + 1; *) = J o (" " '/"_
+
1
Z " ' ) e(/('") -. Q(/("-"' + I)) Kj("-") 
and, in particular, for TT stationary, i.e. Tt = (/), instead of v('\n; n) we write v(l\n;f); 
soby (1.5), (1-5') and (1.3) we get 




/_1)(2(/)rmKj) = ^ ; » ) -
Similarly, denoting (for (2 fixed) t>
(f)(n) = max t;(,)(n; TT) then, obviously, {v(i\n), 
n = 0, 1 ...} satisfy the following dynamic programming recursion 
(i.6) »(,)(n + 0 = ™x [e(f) y ( » + (" 7 - 7*) ^ | = 
- <2(/( '*») + (" +1 ~ ' ) K/(fl)) 
with t>(,)(0) = 0. 
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It is easy to verify (cf. Example I of Section 1 in [8]) that (1.6) can be written 
in a more compact form. Introducing an (N + I) x (N + I) matrix M(f) by 





0 0 J 
with J being a (/ — 1) x (/ — l) upper triangular matrix whose each entry on or 
above the diagonal equals 1 (consequently, also the dimension of the unit row vector e' 
equals / — 1), then by an elementary matrix calculation we get for (N + /)-column 
vector z(n) defined recursively by 
(1.8) 
with 





z(0) = [0,0, ..., 0; 1,1, . . . , 1]' 
*> - И * ( " ľ':1) ©]' 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we summarize some useful facts from the theory of nonnegative 
matrices together with some properties of discrete dynamic programming recursions 
obtained in [8] and [9]. 
Let us consider the set of nonnegative matrices {<2(j),jeE}. According to the 
well-known Perron-Frobenius theorem a(f) (spectral radius of Q(fj) equals to the 
largest positive eigenvalue of Q(f) and we can choose the corresponding eigenvector 
u(f) > 0. Recall that if Q(f) is irreducible then even u(f) §> 0, and a(f) is simple. 
Moreover, if Q(f) is reducible, i.e., if by suitably permuting rows and corresponding 
columns of Q(f) is is possible to write 
"Q ( 1 1,(j) o,(12)(j) ••• QUf) 
0 S(22)(j) ... oWj) (2.1) ß( j) = 
0 0 • QUf). 
where each 6(..)(j) itself is an irreducible matrix having spectral radius ff(i)(j), 
necessary and sufficient conditions for u(f) > 0 can be easily formulated by means 
of accessibility between irreducible classes of Q(f) (accessibility is defined in the same 
way as in Markov chain theory, see [8] for details). Recalling that Q(;;,(j) is called 
basic, resp. non-basic, class of Q(f) iff aU)(f) = a(f), resp. ff(0(j) < c(j), it holds 
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(cf. [8] or Theorem 7 of Chapter 13 in [ l ]) : u(f) $> 0 if and only if each non-basic, 
resp. basic, class of Q(f) is accessible to some basic class, resp. is not accessible 
to any other irreducible class, of Q(f). 
In virtue of these facts we can establish that each Q(f) can be also decomposed 
into (another) block-triangular form whose (generally reducible) diagonal sub-
matrices are the "largest" possible submatrices of Q(f) having strictly positive eigen-
vectors. More precisely, it can be shown (cf. Lemma 2.1 of [8]) that for any <2(/), 
by possibly permuting rows and corresponding columns, we can write 
~Qu(f) fi»Ct) ••• Qu(f) 
(2-2) Q(f) = 0 Q22(f) ... Q2s(f) 
0 0 ...~Qss(f) 
where for each i = 1, 2, ..., s = s(f) 
(2.2') Qii(/)«,</) = «Ti(/)Mi(/) 
with CT,•(/), resp. «,•(/) P 0, being the spectral radius, resp. corresponding right 
eigenvector, of Q,-,•(/) (in general reducible), and 
(2.2") (a,(f), V l( / ) ) >- (a2(f), v2(f)) >...> (as(f), vs(f)). 
Here vf(/) is the index of Qit(f), defined as a number of irreducible classes with 
spectral radius at(f) that are successively accessible from 6,-,•(/)• Observe that 
*,(/) = *.+i(f) => v f ( / ) = v ; + 1 ( / ) + l 
*.(/) > oi+1(f) => vf(/) = 1 , and vs(/) = 1 . 
Of course, the decomposition according to (2.2) determines also a similar decomposi-
tion of the state space /. For what follows it will be useful to label the elements of 
Qii(j) by integers from / , ( / ) where 
s(/) 
/ = (J I If) and f(f) n / , ( / ) = 0 for any i * k. 
;=i 
Moreover, in [8] we have established, under the assumption that cr,(/) > 0 for 
a n y / e F, that a similar block-triangular decomposition is even possible with respect 
to the whole set {Q(f),fe F}. These results (cf. [8], Theorem 3.2) can be sum-
marized as: 
Proposition 1. There exists feF (that can be found by a finite policy iteration 
method) such that the block-triangular decomposition according to (2.2), (2.2'), 
(2.2") of matrix Q(f) remains block-triangular for any Q(j) w i t h / e F; i.e., denoting 
for any je F by <2,-,•(/) submatrix of Q(f) whose elements are labelled by integers 
from /,( /) , then for any i = 1, 2, ..., s = s(f) 
(2.3) Qik(f) = 0 for any k < i 
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together with 
(2.4) Qu(f) u., ^ Qn(f) ut = aiUi 
where a, = at(f) > 0 and M; = u,(f) g> 0 (similarly we abbreviate v,(/) by v;). 
Having introduced the uniform decomposition of the whole set [Q(f),feF], 
determining also the partition of the state space / into classes / ( / ) (where /' = 
= 1, 2, ..., s = s(f)), and recalling that an irreducible class of Q,-,•(/) is called basic 
class of Qu(f) iff its spectral radius equals to ff,-(/), we further denote (cf. [8]) 
l/(/;/) = 0 e I / ( / ) -J belongs to some basic class of Qu(f)} 
; f ( / ) = {; e /,.(/) : 3 / e F with a(f) = a-, such that ; e l{f;f)} 
m =If(/)N -?(/). 
Observe (cf. Remark 3.5 of [8]) that there need not exist a n y / e F such that lf(f) = 
= /.(/;/> 
Now let us recall some properties of vector sequences {x(n; n), n = 0, 1,...} 
defined recursively by 
(2.5) x(n + 1; n) = Q(fn)) x(n; n) with x(0; n) & x(0) > 0 , 
where policy n is identified in the "backward time" orientation by n = (.,.,/ (n), ... 
. . . , / ( : ) , / ( 0 ) ) . Obviously, x(n; n) > 0 and also x(n; n) ^ x(n), where x(n) obeys 
the dynamic programming recursion 
(2.5*) x(n + 1) = max Q(f) x(n) = Q(fw) x(n) with x(0) > 0 . 
feP 
In particular, for n stationary, i.e. n = (/), instead of x(n; n) we simply write x(n;f). 
Employing the uniform block-triangular decomposition of ( Q ( / ) , / e F) introduced 
in Proposition 1, some upper bounds on x(n; n) can be established (cf. Theorem 4.1 
and Corollary 4.2 of [8]). Moreover, as it was indicated in [9], these bounds remain 
valid even in the case of not necessarily nonnegative matrices if the "uniform" block-
triangular decomposition of {Q(f),fe F} is possible. So (for the rest of this section) 
we make: 
Assumption A. There exists feF, defining the partition of the state space / into 
classes /•(/) , and the respective decomposition of any Q(f), such that (2.2), (2.2'), 
(2.2") hold for / = / and also (2.3), (2.4) are valid with Qu(f) > 0, but Qu(f) not 
necessarily nonnegative for j > i. 
Denoting by xfn; n) subvector of x(n; n) (and similarly by w; subvector of w) 
whose elements are labelled by integers from / ( / ) and introducing X ;(H; n) = 
= ajn xfn; n), xt(n) = aj" x,-(/.) it holds: 
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Proposition 2. Let Assumption A be fulfilled. Then «f > 0 in (2.4) can be selected 
such that for all n — 0 ,1, . . . 
(2.6) Hr>) = fn + Vt~1 
vf - 1 
In particular, if s(f) = 1 and u, = u S x(0), <r = c(/) then 
(2.6') x(n) g ff"H . 
However, if in (2.6) some vf > 1 and for j = i + 1,..., i + vf — 1 asymptotic 
behaviour of Xj(n) is known, some (finer) polynomial bounds on x,(n) can be 
established. This topic was investigated in [9] (cf. Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.4 
of [9]) and some useful results of this study are summarized in Proposition 3 (observe 
that CT; = ap => vf — vp = p — i and vf > 1 => Cj = a-, for j — i,...,/ + vf — 1 
with ffHv. < o-f). 
Proposition 3. Let Assumption A hold, vfo > 1 for some i0 = .1, 2, ..., s = s(f), 
and let for any ; = p,..., j 0 + vfo - 1 (with /? > i0) there exist vectors w\
k) (with 
fe = 0,..., Vj - 1) such that 
(2.7) l i m [ x > ) - V | o ' Q v v f ] = 0. 
Then for any i = iQ,..., p — I it is possible to compute (by a policy iteration algo-
rithm) vectors w(,*> (with fc = vf - 1, ..., 1, 0) such that 
(2-8) itC-.rN-i'©"1"]"0 ' 
Moreover, if there exists some/e F fulfilling 
(2.9) lim lxj(n) - Xj(n;f)] = 0 for any j = p,..., i0 + vfo - 1 
then we can select /* e F (with f*(k) = f(k) for any k e Im(f) with m > p) such 
that for any i = i0,..., p — 1 
(210) .lim„(p-.)"[*"(,,;/*)-|.'0"'"] = o 
and, consequently, also 
(2-H) lim (p 1 .)"
% [xf(n) - xf(»;/*)] = 0 . 
The following Proposition 4 shows that condition (2.7) of Proposition 3 is always 
fulfilled if we assume that (2.7) holds only for the components labelled from ij(f) 
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(instead of all 10)). To this order let us fix some p = 1, ..., s = s(f) and set (for 
a n y / e F and integer m = p, ..., s) 
(2 12) Q (/) = P - ( / ) G™ ( / )1 0 (/) = P U / ) 1 • 
( } Cpp(i) Lose/) esc/xr Qpm{f} iQunr 
L*PR(«)J W R J L«PRJ 




x , » , wpV and Q
T
pm(f)) are labelled by integers from /*(/) (resp./
T(/) = 10) \ 10)). 
Remember that xpT(n) = cr;"xpT(n) and Qpm(f) = a ;
1 Qpm(f). Observe that by 
(2.4) and Perron-Frobenius theorem we get for a n y / e F 
(2-13) QYP(f) upJ < apupJ 
and recall (cf. definition of 10) or (2.13)) that the spectral radius of each QTT(/) 
(for p = 1, 2, ..., s = s(f)) is less than ap. 
It can be easily recognized that a very special case of Proposition 4 (with p = s = 1 
and dp = 1, 2pp(/) = 1, xpR(n) = w ^ = 1) was treated in the dynamic program-
ming literature in connection with so called transient dynamic programming that 
extends well-known discounted dynamic programming models (cf. [11]). 
Proposition 4. Let for some p = 1,2, ..., s = s(f) there exist wpR> (for k = 0, 1, ..., 
vp — 1) such that 
(2.14) ^ [ . V W - Y Q H ^ O 
and, moreover, if vp > 1 let wf
] (for/ = p + 1,. . . , p + vp — 1; k = 0, . . . , v. — 1) 
be selected such that for any / = p + 1, ..., p + vp - 1 
duo to[SjW-Y0w»].O. 
Then (by a policy iteration algorithm) it is possible to construct wpT' (for k = 0, 1, ..., 
vp - 1) such that 
(2.15) ^ [ ^ T ( n ) ~ V | o ( f c ) , V ^ ] = 0 ' 
Furthermore, if there exists some / e F fulfilling 
(2.16) lim [xpR(n) - xpR(n;/)] = 0 
and if Vp > 1 also 
(2.16') lim [xj(n) - x / n ; / ) ] = 0 for all j = p + 1, ..., p + Vp - 1 , 
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then it is possible to select / * e F (with f*(k) = f(k) for any k e I*(f) and any k e 
e /,„(/) with m > p) such that 
(2.17) hmJ.x>)-x,T(«;/*)] = 0-
To establish Proposition 4 we shall need Lemma 2.1 (very similar to Theorem 2.1 
of [9]) together with Lemma 2.2. To simplify the notations, in Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 we 




c<kj(f), respectively). However, the presented formulation of Lemma 2.1 well cor-
responds to the usual denotations in controlled Markov chains. In particular, if 
v = 0 and Q(f) = a P(f) with ? ( / ) stochastic and a e (0, l), the proof of Lemma 
2.1 reduces to the well-known policy iteration algorithm for discounted Markov 
decision chains. 
Lemma 2.1. Let for any fe F, Q(f) > 0 with a(f) < 1 and let c(k\f) (for k = 
= v, ..., 1, 0) be given vectors. Then there exists vectors u( t) (with k = v, ..., 1, 0) 
and a nonincreasing sequence of (non-empty) sets of decision vectors F = F ( v + 1 ) rs 
=3 E(v) =>.. .=! E(1) => E(0) + 0 possessing the following property: 
Denoting for k = v, ..., 1, 0 (we set M(V + 1) = 0) 
(2.1.1) $<«(/) = (Q(f) ~ I)^ - " ( " + , ) + c(k\f), 
then for any k = v, . . . , 1, 0 
(2.1.2) #<*'(/) g 0 for any / e E ( " + , ) 
where F{k) are defined recursively by 
(2.1.3) E(k>=.{/eE
(k+1):iA«(/) = 0} with E(V+1) = E. 
Moreover, there exists fe F such that 
(2.1.4) #<*>(/) = 0 for any fc = v, . . . , 1,0. 
Proof. By policy iterations. First observe that (as a(f) < 1) Z(f) = (I - Q(f))~l 
always exists, so (Q(/) — l) Z(f) = — I. Then by a direct calculation we can verify 
that 
(2.1.5) u(k\f) = - t (-Z(f)Y+i-k c<!>(/) = Z(f) [c«\f) - «»•»(/)] 
j = k 
is a solution to the set of equations (for k = v, ..., 1, 0: M ( V + 1 ) ( / ) = 0) 
(2.1.6) (Q(f) - I) «<»(/) - u<*+1'(/) + c('"(/) = 0 . 
Moreover, as (£>(/) - 1) is nonsingular, we easily conclude that M('C)(/)'S given by 
(2.1.5) are the unique solution of (2.1.6). 
Denoting for f,geF 
(2.1.7) ^k\g;f) = (Qfa) - /) «<*>(/) - M ( " + 1 ) ( / ) + c«(a) 
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then by (2.1.6), (2.L7) we get 
(2.1.8) u(k+>\g) - u(k+i\f) = ( G O ) - l) « w O ) + cw(o) - «(fc+I,(j) = 
= ( 6 0 ) - I) (u(k\g) - u(k\f)) + 4,{k)(g;f). 
As « (v+1)(-) = 0 and (/ - Q('))~ l > 0 with at least positive diagonal entries, by 
(2.L8) we immediately verify that 
(2.1.9) C^\g;f)>0 => u(v\g) > uw(f). 
Similarly, if \j/w(g;f) = 0, repeating the above reasoning and recalling uniqueness 
of the solutions to (2.L6), we conclude that 
(2.1.9') ${k\g;f) = 0 (for k = v,... , m + 1), ${'"\g;f) > 0 => 
=> u(k)(g) = u(k\f) (for k = v, ..., m + 1) and « (m)0) > u(m)(f). 
To show that (2.1.2), (2.1.4) hold for suitably chosen u(k),s, let us construct a (finite) 
sequence of decision vectorsjo,j1( . . . , / , = j w i t h j 0 arbitrary and j„ + 1 obtained by 
the following improvement of j„: 
For givenj„ e F calculate u(k)(fn) (for k = v, .... 1, 0) being the solution to (2.L6) 
for j = j„ and on the base of u('c)(j„)'s (cf. (2.1.5)) perform the improvement of j„; 
i.e. select j„ + 1 =j= j„ (if possible) such that (cf. (2.1.7)) 
(2-1.10) (^(fn + i;f„),...J
(0)(fn + i;fn))>0. 
So by (2.1.9), (2.1.9') 
(2.1.11) ${k\fn + i;fn) = 0. (for k = v, ..., m + 1) , $
(m)(fn+i;f„) > 0 => 
=> (u<v\fn + 1), ..., u
("\fn + i)) > (u
(v\fn), ..., u
("»(fn)) 
and, consequently, the elements of {j,} cannot recur. As F is finite, in a finite number 
of policy improvement steps we obtain j . = / that cannot be further improved and 
u(k) = u(k)(f) satisfy (2.1.2), (2.1.4). • 
Lemma 2.2. Let for any fe F Q(f) > 0 with a(f) < 1. Then for an arbitrary 
policy 7i s (f(k)) 
(2.2.1) lim ffe(jW) = 0 
n->oofc = 0 
and this convergence is exponential; i.e., there exists Q e (0, 1) and u° > 0 such that 
(2.2.1') nQ(f{k))u0<Q"u°. 
k = 0 
Moreover, if (for vectors y(n), h(f; n) having only appropriate dimensions) there 
exist f{"\f* e F such that for any n ^ n0 
(2.2.2) y(n + l)<Q(J{n>)y(n) + h(f«>;n) 
(2.2.3) y(n + 1) > Q(f*) y(n) + h(f*;n) 
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where 
(2.2.4) lim h(f; n) = 0 for any fe F 
then also 
(2.2.5) lim y(n) = 0 . 
Proof. Adding sufficiently small E > 0 to each element of Q(f) (recall that the 
spectral radius of Q(f) depends continuously on the elements of Q(f)) and applying 
(2.4) of Proposition 1 to the resulting (irreducible) matrix, we conclude that for an 
appropriate vector u° and number g e (0, 1) 
(2.2.6) Q(f) u° <; gu° < u° where u° p 0 . 
Iterating (2.2.6) we get (2.2.1') and, consequently, also (2.2.1) (observe that the y-th 
element on the RHS of (2.2.1) must be nongreater thane"[u0],/[u0] ;) Now, by itera-
ting (2.2.2) we get for any n ^ n0 and m > 0 
(2.2.7) y(n + m) < f[ Q ( / < - + - » ) y(n) + " £ " ~ £ l Q f / « + - * > ) «(j(«+"; n + I) 
k=l 1 = 0 A;= l 
0 
(by our convention F] Q(fm) = J). Similarly, by (2.4.3) we conclude that 
fc=i 
(2.2.8) y(n + m) £ (Q(f*)f y(n) +Y\Q(f*)r~'~' Hf*\ » + 0 • 
1 = 0 
Choosing c(n) < 0, d(n) > 0 such that 
(2.2.9) c(n) < h(f; k) <, d(n) for any fe F and k = n, n + 1 , . . . , 
by (2.2.1), (2.2.1') we get for /J = max [u°]f/[i.
0]j andT"> = / (" ) o r / ( n ) = f* 
i - l m - 1 - l 
E I 
1=0 t = l 
(2.2.Ю) ( i - e Г M « ) ś E I Ö(/ ("+ Я-Ч)/'(/ ("+ І );« + Í) = 
£( l -cJ - ' / J^n) . 
However, by (2.2.4) c(n), d(n) in (2.2.9) can be selected such that c(n) -» 0, ci(n) -» 0 
for « ~» oo; SO (2.2.5) follows then immediately by inserting (2.2.10) into (2.2.7) 
and (2.2.8). • 
Now we are in a position to present: 
P roo f of P r o p o s i t i o n 4. Let us denote 
yf(n) = xj(n) - V (fj wf for j = p + 1 , . . . . p + vp - 1, j = pT, pR 
,><p>(n) = ff;
B x,(n) for all J £ p + vp . 
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Recalling the matrix decomposition according to (2.2), (2.11), by (2.5*) we get for 
arbitrary wp
kj's: 
(2AA) #>(- + 1) = xpl(n + 1) - Y ( " 1
 l ) < } = 
= QlXn *») + ^R(/W) * » + t QUf(">) (»," */(»)) -
- T @ ^ - Y (fe!,) ^ = Qixn y$(n) + Q™(/
(n)) y») + 
+ 15pTxj(' ,vrH + (C(/("))-!)vzY;)<T) + 
As (recalling that v,- = vp + p - j and changing summation) 
p + v „ - l vJ-Wn\ v „ - i / \ , , + p - t - l 
I eL(j(n))Z U J ^ - I U ) X 5TX/W)wf 
J=P+I fc=o w fc=o Vv y=p+i 
by (2.4.1) we immediately get 
(2.4.2) y<$(n + 1) = eTpT(j("') J # ( » ) + 5PPR( / ( ' ° ) > » ) + 
+ t QUfny?^)+l(l)^(fw), 
j=p+l k=0 W 
where (for k = 0, 1, ..., vp - 1 with wpT
p) = 0) 
(2.4.3) ^ ( / ) = (gTJ(/) - i) wpT> - wpT
+1> + gpTpR(j) ŵ R> +
P + V E" 1 Qp T / j ) wf> . 
J = p + 1 
As for a n y j e E spectral radius of QTJ(j) is less than 1, by Lemma 2.1 we can 
select wpT>'s such that for any je F 
(2.4.4) ( ^ T
p - " ( / ) , . . . , ^ < T > ( / ) ) ^ 0 
and for some / * g F 
(2-4.4') ( ^ / - 1 ) ( / * ) , . . . „ ^ T > ( / * ) ) = 0 . 
As each j in (2.4.4) is selected from a finite set F, there also exists some n0 < oo such 
that for any n ;> n0 
(2.4.5) V | 0
1 ( f c ) ^ / ( n , ^ ° -
By (2.4.2), (2.4.5) we conclude that for any n S n0 
(2.4.6) y%n + l) < QTp
T(/<">) j # ( „ ) + hpT(p"\ n) 
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where 
(2A6*) hpT(f;n) = Q™(f)y%(n)+ £ ffjj) yf(n). 
J = P + I 
Similarly, by (2.4.2), (2.4.4') and (2.4.6*) we get 
(2.4.6') ,.<«(„ + 1) i> QlKf*) ,#(„) + hpT(f*; n). 
As by assumptions (2.14), (2.14') lim /;(/; „) = 0, in virtue of Lemma 2.2 applied 
to (2.4.6), (2.4.6') we immediately get (2.15). 
To finish the proof, let us denote (for any stationary policy n = (/)) 
V ( » ; j ) = * ; " * p l ( « ; j ) , y$(nif) = xpT(n;f) - Y Q w# 
(where w$'s satisfy (2.4.4), (2.4.4')) and define similarly y%n;f), yp%n;f). Mi-
micking the reasoning used in (2.4.1), (2.4.2), we conclude that forj* e F satisfying 
(2.4.4') together with conditions (2.16), (2.16') (i.e. f*(k) = f(k) for any keIRp(?) 
or k E /,(j) with i > p) 
(2.4.7) ypT\n + l ; j*) = Qjl(f*) ypT>(n;f*) + hpT(f*; n). 
Applying again Lemma 2.2 to (2.4.7) and (2.4.6*) we immediately conclude that 
(2.4.8) lim [*>;/*) - Y (l) <>] = 0 
and so (2.17) follows immediately by (2.4.8) and (2.15). • 
Remark 2.3. In case that an exponential convergence is assumed in (2.14), (2.14') 
(then, evidently, hpT(f; n) tends exponentially fast to zero for n -> co and any j e F), 
using the same reasoning as in Lemma 2.2 we can also establish that the convergence 
in (2.15) is also exponential (observe that if the convergence in (2.2.4) is exponential, 
also the bounds in (2.2.10) converge exponentially to zero). 
3. STATIONARY OPTIMAL POLICIES IN TRANSIENT 
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
This section deals with the existence of stationary optimal policies if cumulative 
rewards are considered in transient dynamic programming models. Transient dynamic 
programming can be identified as a special case of the presented dynamic program-
ming model for which the additional condition 
(3.1) cr = max c(f) < 1 
feF 
is fulfilled. Notice that discounted dynamic programming, widely discussed in the 
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literature, turns out to be only a very special case of this dynamic programming model. 
First, by employing the results of Proposition 4, we establish the asymptotic 
behaviour of the vector of /-order cumulative rewards u("(rc), resp. i;("(«;/), defined 
recursively by (1.6), resp. (1.5*); in particular, we show that for n ~* co i>(l)(n), 
resp. u ( "(n; j), converges to some (vector) polynomial. 
Theorem 3.1. Let (3.1) hold. Then, for any / = 1, 2, ..., there exist vectors vv(''" 
(k = 0, 1, ..., / - 1) and a decision vector/*, e F such that 
(3.1.1) 
(3.1.2) 
lim Г u ( í ) ( n ) - ' І ; tìw(M)] = 0 , 
Proof. Let us introduce M(f), z(n) by (1.7), (1.8), (1.8') and write M(f) in the 
following block-triangular form 
M „ ( / ) M12 ... Mu'\ 
0 M22 . . . M2l (3.1.3) M(j) = 
0 0 
where M n ( j ) =
 QV' 'Y' , Mlk - ° (for k = 2, ..., /; 0 denotes N-column 
zero vector), and for any k 2: / ^ 2 M ; t = 1. Recalling (3.1) the spectral radius 
of M „ ( / ) equals 1 and for the spectral radius, resp. index, of each Mu (with 
i' = 2 , . . . , /) we have <?; = 1, resp. v; = / — i + 1, 
Now, let for i = 1, ..., / z;(«) be a subvector of z(n) (cf. (1.8)) whose elements 
correspond to those of M n ( / ) and M ; ; 's (so z,(n) is a scalar for each i > 1). As 
(cf. (1.8')) we have chosen Zj(0) = [0 1]' (here 0 denotes N-dimensional zero 
row vector) and z;(0) = 1 for any / > 1, by (1.9), (3.L3) we get 
zl(») = [(»<»)',(" ][ \
 l ) ] and *»)--("+_! 7') ^ « = 2,...,/. 
Recalling the standard formula 
I m — k (3-1.4) 
we immediately get 
(3-1.4') 
Employing (3.L4') we can write 
(3.1.5) [z1(» + l)]w+i-S[(fe)K
, , )].v+i
 where [<'% + i " (' fc ^ 
n + I - i 
I - І -I 
k = 0 
n + p 
ì - i 
k 
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and similarly for i = 2, ..., I we have 
(3.1.5') -.(") = £ ( f c ) w . M ) with w J - . O . . ^ - ^ . 
So the assumptions of Proposition 4 are satisfied (observe that (3.L5), resp. (3.L5'), 
corresponds to (2.14), resp. (2.14'), and Q(f) constitutes a non-basic class of M u ( / ) ) . 
Then by (2.15) of Proposition 4 it is possible to compute iV-dimensional vectors w{k'l} 
(for k = 0 , . . . . / - 1) such that (3.1.1) holds. As the basic class of M(f) as well as 
all My with (,j > 1 do not depend on f, conditions (2.16), (2.16') of Proposition 4 
are trivially fulfilled and (3.L2) follows then immediately by (2.17). • 
Remark 3.2. Employing the facts mentioned in Remark 2.3, we can easily establish 
that the convergence in (3.1.1) and (3.L2) is exponential; i.e. that there exist vectors 
c <? 0, d P 0 and a number Q e (a, 1) such that for each n 
(3.2.1) CQ" S v(l)(n) - ' X (j) w<"'" fg dQ" 
(3.2.2) eg" £ v"(n) - vw(n;f(%) £ dQ" . 
Moreover, by a careful examination of the proof of Theorem 3.1 we can establish: 
Corollary 3.3. For any (fixed) / = 1,2, ... and all k = 0, 1, . . . , / - 1 w(M) 's 
(coefficients of the vector polynomial in (3.1.1)) can be found (e.g. by the policy 
iteration algorithm used in the proof of Lemma 2.1) as a (unique) solution to the 
following set of equations considered for k = / — 1, ..., 0 
(3.3.1) max •><-•»(/) = 0 
yEF(fc+l.l) 
where (we set w<U) = 0) 
(3.3.r) rkJ\f) = (' 1J) K/) + (e(/) ~ !) *<*•'> - w<*+1-" 
and F'*'" are defined recursively by 
(3.3.2) F«-» = {/e F<4+1'(> : ^<*-'>(/) = 0} with F<'-') = F . 
Furthermore, for any m = 1, 2, ... 
(3.3.3) w*+«.i+-) -, £ f7Jw»+,u> 
and 
(3.3.3') F<k-'> = F (*+ m ' '+ m ) 3 ... ^ F<°-'> = **».«+»> -» .. . =. F<0,,+m) 4= 0 . 
Proof. (3.3.1), (3.3.2) can be verified by applying the results of Proposition 4 
to the specific structure given by (3.1.3), (3.L5) and by employing Lemma 2.1. To 
this order observe that, for the considered specific structure, in (2.4.3) Q™(j) = r(f), 
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(3.3.5) I Ѓ7 Ì *<-+'•"(/•) = (l + ™ м
 J l r(f) + (ß(/) - 7) t ("]) w(t+-'» -
.Xk+l+j.l) 
QJpJ(f) = 0 for ail ; > p, and tvjg = ( ' j . So (3.3.1') follows immediately by 
(2.4.3) on replacing QpJ(/)» W1>T by 2( / ) . w(*,f), respectively. Employing Lemma 2.1 
we can easily verify the existence and compute solutions of (3.3.1) and (3.3.2). 
To establish (3.3.3), (3.3.3'), first observe that by (3.1.4) we have (notice that 
= 0 if m > n) 
<-) C-:-HG")(i"+i 
and by (3.3.1'), (3.3.4) we get 
-1(7) 
As there exists unique solution of (3.3.1), (3.3.1'), (3.3.2) (notice that w(fc-"'s are 
calculated successively for k = I — 1,. . . , 0) by recalling that 
0/A'"1 •"(/), ..., ^ ' " ( / ) ) ^ 0 with equality iff /eF<*-'> 
and using (3.3.5) for fc — I — 1,. . . , k (and comparing it with t/Am+t:'' + m)(/)) we 
conclude that (3.3.3) and (3.3.3') must hold. • 
The results of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 enable to present Theorem 3.4 
establishing that optimal policies can be found in the class of stationary policies if 
various cumulative rewards according to (1.3) (observe that v(l)(n; t) are not neces-
sarily bounded if / > 1) are considered in transient dynamic programming. 
Theorem 3.4. Let (3.1) hold. Then to each m = 1,2, ... there exists stationary 
policy 7i(*m) = (/*„,) such that for all / = 1,2,..., m, and any policy n = (/,) 
(3.4.1) lim inf [va)(n*m); t) - »«(«; t)] 1 0 . 
(->oo 
Proof. Choosing/*,, e F*0'"'1 by (3.1.2) and (3.3.3') we get 
(3.4.2) lim [v0)(n) - i>(,)(« ;/*„,)] = 0 for any / = 1, ..., m . 
Recalling that vU)(t) are defined recursively by (1.6) 
(3.4.3) v(l\l + 1) ^ V(I\JZ; t) for any n = (/,) and each t » 0, 1 , . . . . 
As 7t*m) = (./*„,) is stationary, (cf. (1.5*)) *'\t + l;/(*,) = tf«Km); r) and (3.4.1) 
follows then immediately by (3.4.2) and (3.4.3). • 
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Remark 3.5. The case with / = 1 is well-known from [11]. Recall that for any 
7i = (ft) lim v
(i>(n; t) = va)(n) always exists and that by (3.4.1) we get i/ 1 '^*,) ^ 
4. STATIONARY OPTIMAL POLICIES IN NORMALIZED 
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
This section is devoted to "normalized" dynamic programming, i.e. the presented 
dynamic programming model fulfilling the additional condition a = max a(f) = 1. 
We establish a family of sensitive averaging optimality criteria having a nice property 
that a stationary optimal policy exists. 
Our analysis heavily depends on the properties of the set {Q(f),fe F) summarized 
in Proposition 1. To this order the decomposition of Q(f), mentioned in Proposition 
1, will be employed. In particular, for the considered "normalized" dynamic pro­
gramming model it will be useful to write 
(4.1) 0(0 = 
Qn(f) QUf) 
0 Qгг(f) 
QxP(f) Qi,p+i(f) ' 
QiP(f) Q2.p+i(f) 
QPP(f) Qp,P+'i(f) 
o g , + i . p + i ( / ) . 
where the spectral radius of each Q»(j) (denoted by tr;(j)) is nongreater than 1 for 
i = 1,..., p, resp. less than 1 for i = p + 1, and at least for o n e / e F 
(4.2) <7ř(/) = <т; = 1 for any І = 1, ..., p . 
Observe that for the index of (2,-,•(/) it holds v,(/) = v; = 1 — i + p and that 
Qp+i,P+i(f) can be vacuous. However, by adding to Q(f) an auxiliary (N + l)-th 
row (of dimension N), resp. (Ar + l)-th column (of dimension N + 1), whose elements 
equal 0, resp. c > 0, the structure of Q(f) remains unchanged, only <7p+1 > 0. 
Recall that (for any i = 1,..., p, p + 1 and any feF) elements of each Q,-,-(/) are 
p + i 
labelled by integers of /,(/) (feF fixed, U f(j) — I), and that for any i = 1,..., p 
and a n y j e F , = 1 
(4.3) Qu(f) ui = Qn(f) Ui = «f with u{> 0 . 
Remember that AT-column vectors vil)(nif), resp. t;(,)(«), are defined recursively by 
(1.5*), resp. (1.6), and in virtue of (4.1) v\l)(n;f), resp. t/ ;
0(n), (i = 1,..., p, p + 1) 
denotes a subvector of t> ( ,\n;/), resp. t>(,)(")> w h o s e components are labelled by 
integers from /•(/). 
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First we establish some bounds on v("(>?). 
Theorem 4.1. Let (4.1), (4.2) hold and / = 1,2,... be fixed. Then for i = 1, . . . 
..., p, p + I there exists vectors vvf'° (where k — 0 , . . . , / + p — /) and a decision 
vector /* j e F such that 
«•'•» ,'™(Pj+1y'[»i»-'i;'0"''"]=°-
(4.1.2) lim 
p~i + 1 Þ S » - ^ ; g = o. 
Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, let us introduce by (1.7) matrix 
M(f) (being of dimension N + J) and write M(f) in the following block-triangular 
form 
(4.1.3) M(f) = 
м--(t) ... Mlp(f) ... м,,p + / 
o ... мp p(/) ... м p . p + i 
0 . . . 0 . . . м p + i , p + i _ 
Taking into account (1.7) and (4.1), Mu(f)\ in (4.L3) will be given by the following 
rules: 
(i) For any i = 1,..., p we set 
(4-1.4) MiJ(f)=Qu(f) for ;-/, . . . ,/> 
(4-1-4') M,p + 1(/)-=[e,-,p + 1(/) r-(/)] 
(4.1.4") M.;(/) = ° if J < i o r j > P + 1 -
(ii) We denote 
(4.1.5) M P + 1 I P + 1 (/)=r«-*+- j+iW
 r » « c o j 
"0 
(4.1.5') Mp + 1,//) = M P + 1 J = r I for each j > p + 1 
(here 0 stands for zero column vector being of the same dimension as rp+l(f)), and 
set 
(4.1.5") MI1+1J(f) a Mp+1J = 0 for each j < p + 1 . 
(iii) For any i — p + 2,..., p + I Mu(f) = Mu are scalars such that 
(4.1.6) Mjj = 1 for each / _\ i, and 
(4.1.6') Mu = 0 if j < i. 
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Now let us introduce by (L8), (1.8') an auxiliary sequence of (N + fj-dimensional 
vectors {z(n), n = 0, 1, ..-} and let zt(n) be a subvector of z(n) whose elements 
correspond to those of M,-,(j) (so for i > p + 1 z^n) are scalars). Taking into ac­




n + p + l — ì 
p + l 
[н'шi(n;' 
v?\n) 
for t = p + 2,..., p + l 





м„ ..(j) . . . мp + 1,p + г(j) 
м„ «C/)J 
and recalling that ap + ,(j) < 1, by (4.1.5) —(4.1.6) we can easily see that the procedure 
used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 can be applied for z(n + 1) = max M(f) z(n); 
so (cf. (3.1.5')) for i> p+ 1 f£f 
(4.1-8) zM-'VQ"?-" wfih wf<> = ( / + £ -
and for / = p + 1 (4.1.1) together with (4.1.2) follow then immediately by (3.IT) 
and (3.1.2); i.e. for n -» oo 
(4.1.8') -.(«) = I 




l - 1 
The proof can be finished by employing Proposition 3. To this order observe that 
by (4.1.8) and (4.1.1), (4.1.2) (already established for i = p + I) conditions (2.7), 
(2.8) of Proposition 3 (written for Zj(n) instead of x/n) and considered for j = 
= p + 1 , . . . , p + I instead of j = p,..., i0 + vio — 1) are trivially fulfilled. So 
(4.1.1), resp. (4.L2), for i = 1, •••, P follows immediately by applying (2.8), resp. 
(2.10'), of Proposition 3. • 
In general, vectors wfJ) in (4.L1) can be constructed by the methods for finding 
coefficients of bounding polynomials in (2.8) of Proposition 3 (cf. [9] for details). 
However, in (4.1.1) it suffices to construct vvf'°'s only for k = I + p — i, ..., p — 
— / + 1; moreover, taking into account the specific structure of matrix M(f) (cf. 
(4.1.3) —(4.1.6)) the resulting equations can be simplified. 
Introducing Ft = X F(j), first observe that w_*+'i (for k = 0, ..., / - 1) can be 
found as a solution of (3.3.1), (3.3.1'), (3.3.2) (where we replace r(f), Q(f), F ( M ) 
by rp + 1(f). QP+lfP+1(f), FpVi, respectively). Similarly, wf'
l) (for k = / + p - i,... 
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..., 0) can be calculated successively for i — p, p — 1,. . . , 1 by employing the results 
of 
Corollary 4.2. Let for j = i + 1, . . . , p + 1 wfJ) (with /< = I + p -},..., 0) be 
known. Then wf,l) (for fe = / + p — i, . . . , 0) can be computed (e.g. by the policy 
iteration algorithm used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [9]) as a solution of equations 
(considered for k — I + p - i, ..., 0) 
(4.2+) max <pfJ)(f) = 0 
/ e F . < t + . . o 
where (we set wf
 + p'i+iJ) = 0) 
(4.2.2) <?<*•"(/) = (2,.(/) - /) wf •'> - wf+' •" + +fkQtJ(f) wf
J) 
j = t + i 
(for fc = p + I - i , . . . , /) 
(4.2.2') <pf-'\f) = (Qu(f) ~ I) wf-
l) - wf+ul) + 
+ . % QiAf) wjM) + ( ' f c ! ) rtf) (for /c = / - 1, ..., 0) 
and Ffy,) are defined recursively by 
(4.2.3) E|M> = {/e E|k+1''> : «pf-'>(/) = 0} with fO+p-i+i.O = f.. 
Furthermore, for / = p + 1, p , . . . , 1 and m = 1, 2, ... 
(4.2.4) E|M) = f.*+m'i + m> => ... => FfJ) = Ff-'l+m) s . . . ^ E(°.' + '"> 
and wf'" (not determined uniquely by (4.2.1)-(4.2.3) for fc = 0, ..., p - /) can be 
selected such that 
(4.2.4') w(.+«.t+m) = -r '» „,(*+;,«). 
Proof. To show that wf'" in (4.1.1) can be found as a solution of (4.2.1)-(4.2.3), 
we adapt general procedures for finding coefficients wf} of the bounding polynomial 
in (2.8) suggested in the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [9]. In particular, it suffices to select 
(by policy iterations) wf>'s in (3.3), (3.3') of [9] such that (3.3.5), (3.3.5'), (3.3.6) 
of [9] are fulfilled. So we only need to adapt these results to (1.8) and employ the 
specific structure of matrix M(f) identified by (4.1.3) — (4.L6). 
To this order, considering class Qu(f) with respect to matrix M(/) , by (4.1), 
(4.1.3) for v,(/) (index of Qu(f)) we get v,(/) = v,(/) + / = / + p - i + 1. Then 
(3.3), (3.3') of [9] can be written (for k = p + / - i, ..., 0) as 
(4.2.5) <pfJ)(f) = (M„(/) - /) wfJ) - wf+1J) +'+ykMij(f) wf •'> . 
j = t+i 
Inserting from (4.1.1), (4.1-4'), (4.L4") into (4.2.5) and recalling (4.1.8'), we im-
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mediately get (4.2.2), (4.2.2'); so (4.2.1)-(4.2.3) follow directly from (3.3.5), (3.3.5') 
and (3.3.6) of [9]. 
(4.2.4), (4.2.4') can be verified by induction on i = p + 1, ..., 1. First observe 
that for i = p + \ (4.2.4), (4.2.4') have been already established in Corollary 3.3 
(cf. (3.3.3), (3.3.3') where we replace w(*'!>, F(k'l) by w ^ . 1 , 0 , Ffr'l respectively). 
Now let us assume that (4.2.4), (4.2.4') hold for any; = i + 1,..., p + 1 and notice 
that, instead of (4.2.2), only (4.2.2') can be considered for k = p + I - i,..., 0 if 
we set w(.M) = 0 for any k > p + I - i. Then (similarly as in the proof of Corollary 
3.4) from (4.2.2') we get 
(4.2.6) t ( j ) vr J'V) - (Qu(f) - i)l (J) *ru) -
-t (mW+ i + y , i ) + hrm-i+m)(f) 
where (by (3.3.4) and the induction assumption) 
(4.2.60 hr
m'i+m)(f) = i uf) t ("!) ̂ rui) + 
t = i+X j = o \ J J 
+1 (r+ ;)C')^=.|>,,(/)<—-+(';:;>,(/)• 
The proof can be completed by considering (4.2.1) —(4.2.6) for fc = k + m, I = 
= I + m and comparing (4.2.2') written for k = k + m, I == / + m with (4.2.6), 
(4.2.6') (cf. also arguments used in the proof of Corollary 3.3). • 
Similarly as in the transient case, by employing the results of Theorem 4.1 and 
Corollary 4.2, we can easily establish existence of a family of sensitive averaging 
optimality criteria for which optimal policies can be found in the class of stationary 
policies. 
Theorem 4.3. Let (4. l), (4.2) hold. Then to any m = 1,2,.. . there exists stationary 
policy n*m) = (f*m)) such that for all / = 1, ..., m; i = 1, ..., p, p + 1 and any 
policy n = (f,) 
(4.3.1) lim inf r ' - 1 ^ 1 ^ ; t) - v(P(n; t)] = 0 . 
Proof. The proof is strictly similar to that of Theorem 3.4. Choosing j * n ) e E
(0m) 
by (4.L2), (4.2.4) we get for i = 1, ..., p, p + 1 
(4.3.2) lim n'-"- 1[»<J>(«) - vp(n;f*m))] = 0 . 
As vU)(t) are calculated by dynamic programming recursion (1.6) 
(4.3.3) v\l)(t) 1 v\n(n; t) for any it s (/,) and each / = 0, 1 , . . . . 
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However, 7i(*m) = (f*m)) is stationary, so (cf. (1.5*)) v\'\t + 1 ;/*,)) = v\
l\nfm); t), 
and (4.3.1) follows immediately by (4.3.2) and (4.3.3). • 
Remark 4.4. By (4.3.1) we immediately conclude that to any / = 1,2, ... there 
exists stationary policy n*t) such that 
(4.4.1) lim inf rp[u(,)(7i(*0; t) - v
w(n; .)] ^ 0 
for an arbitrary policy n s (/,). In particular, if Q(f) is stochastic for any / e F, 
then (cf. (4.1), (4.2)) p = 1, Q(f) = Qu(f) and (4.4.1) reads 
(4.4.2) lim inf f '[^"(TX*,,; t) - v«\n; .)] 2: 0 . 
Recall that (4.4.2) was also obtained by different methods in [7] (cf. Theorem 3.5 
and Lemma 3.4 of [7]). Moreover, if / = 1 then t'1 v{1)(n; t) are bounded, and 
(4.4.2) reduces to the well-known result on the existence of a stationary average 
optimal policy in a classical Markov decision chain; i.e. we get 
(4.4.2') lim r 1 y(1)(7i(*1); t) > lim sup f
1 v{1)(n; t). 
5. MODELS WITH EXPONENTIALLY GROWING UTILITIES 
To present a complete analysis of the considered dynamic programming model, 
it only remains to discuss the case with o = max o(f) > 1. Our analysis will again 
SET 
employ the "uniform" decomposition of the set \Q(f),feF] according to (4.1); 
however, in this section (instead of (4.2)) we assume that 
(5.1) max Oi(f) = cr,. = cr > 1 for any i = 1, ..., p 
fcF 
(5.1') crp + iCO < o- for any feF . 
Similarly as in Section 4, vy(ii) denotes a subvector of v(l)(n) (calculated by dynamic 
programming recursion (1.6)) whose components correspond to those of submatrix 
Qa(f) in (4.1). Comparing with the results for transient and normalized cases, if (5.1) 
is assumed /-order cumulative rewards given by v(l){n) grow exponentially as it is 
indicated in 
Theorem 5.1. Let (4.1) and (5.1), (5.1') hold. Then for any (fixed) / = 1,2,.. . 
there exists vectors c <t 0, d P 0 such that for all / = 1,. . . , p 
(5.1.1) if-'ci ^ a"" v\l\n) ^ nv''ldi 
(5.1.2) l imCr-"i£
)
1(n) = 0 . 
Proof. In virtue of (4.1), (5.1), (5.1') considering the class Qn(f) with respect 
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to matrix M(f) given by (1.7), for v,(/) (index of Q;i(f)) we get v,(/) = v,(/) = 
=- p — i + 1, So (5.1.1), (5.1.2) follow immediately by (1.9) and the bounds estab-
lished in Proposition 2. • 
Remark 5.2. Comparing the proof of Theorem 5.1 with analogous procedures for 
normalized and transient dynamic programming, we can see that in Theorem 5 A no 
polynomial bounds were employed for establishing the estimates of va)(n). By 
(5.LI) we immediately get for an arbitrary policy and each i = 1, . . . , p 
(5.2.1) limt'-'~1a-'va)(n;t) = 0. 
(-•00 
In particular, if p = 1 {a~' va)(n; t), t = 0 ,1 , ...} is bounded but, as it is shown in 
the following Example, there need not exist any stationary policy n* = (/*) such 
that for an arbitrary policy n = (/,) 
(5.2.2) lim inf a~'[v{1)(n*; t) - v(1)(n; /)] ^ 0 . 
(^CO 
Example. Let F = {/r,/2} with r(/x) = r(f2) = [ l 0] ' and 
G ( / O = [g 2 ] . e(/a) = [g 2 ] ( o b v i o u s l y * = *(/*) = ff(f-) = 10) • 
Denoting 7t< = (/j), 7i2 = (/2) and recalling dynamic programming recursion (1.6), 
obviously, u(1)(n) are obtained using a nonstationary policy selecting alternatively/! 
and / 2 . Furthermore, by an easy calculation we get 
lim a-' vw(t) = [0.073 0.073]' , however , 
lim a-* v{1)(n2; t) < lim a~' v^n^ t) = [0.068 0.068]' ; 
so no stationary policy satisfying (5.2.2) exists. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In the present paper we have established a family of optimality criteria for cumula-
tive rewards in multiplicative Markov decision chains having a nice property that 
an optimal policy can be selected in the class of stationary policies. We have slightly 
extended known results for transient dynamic programming; however, the heart of 
the paper consists in the results for "normalized" dynamic programming models. 
On the contrary to the approaches used in the literature (cf. [2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11]), 
our analysis heavily employs the "backward recursions" of dynamic programming 
together with the polynomial bounds on the respective utility vector (cf. [8], [9]). 
Furthermore, we have also demonstrated that for the remaining case with a > 1 
standard optimality criteria need not guarantee existence of a stationary policy. 
(Received June 24, 1981.) 
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